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Intelligent scanning for accelerated digitization
Revenue agencies across the country process millions of payments each year, amounting to billions of
dollars collected and distributed to agencies and departments that provide government services.
While each state runs their Department of Revenue differently, they all share a common struggle: the
need to process high-volumes of forms—for taxes, licensing, auditing, compliance, and more—quickly
and accurately.
Providing the most efficient way to digitize, organize, and save information is what Fujitsu scanners
are built for. With Fujitsu imaging solutions, even handwritten requests are processed accurately.
Long wait times to pay fees in person, for business licensing, taxes, etc., are decreased. And case
management is expedited, providing faster processing at a lower expense.
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Intelligent scanning for accelerated digitization
Digitized records for better case management
Fujitsu scanners help the Department of Revenue improve productivity by scanning
automatically and getting the job done right the first time. Using high-quality
Fujitsu imaging solutions, licensing clerks, tax auditors, case processors, and more
are able to:
• Quickly and easily scan and digitize large volumes of papers quickly—for easy
upload to a document management system or Cloud repository
• Use the scanner intuitively—there’s a minimal learning curve and no training
needed

Save time, costs, and
space by scanning:
Property and business tax forms
Business license applications
Unclaimed money requests
Applications for motor vehicle
licenses
Traffic court subpoenas

• Expedite requests and help taxpaying citizens faster

Special permits applications

• Produce exceptionally clean images—even of hard-to-capture items like
handwritten applications

Abandoned property affidavits

• Improve the accuracy of record keeping—reducing duplications, misfiling, and loss
• Maintain records that show compliance
• Free up space for other purposes used by filing cabinets or stored documents

Debt statements
Receipts
IDs

Scale the solution to fit your needs
Fujitsu provides DORs with easy-to-use digital-document automation technology for swift and accurate data capture through
scalable and adaptable solutions. To meet the unique needs of your agency or department, we recommend the following model:

Fujitsu fi-7600 Image Scanner
This heavy-duty production scanner handles large volumes of all
kinds of documents—from thin paper and plastic cards to envelopes
and long-format documents—reliably, all day long.
• Load up to 300 sheets at a time
• Scan fast—up to 100 ppm means you get more done in less time
• Feed papers for scanning of various thickness and size—this scanner can handle it all
• Superior paper-feeding technologies reduce paper jams and scanner downtime
• Powerful PaperStream IP software automatically cleans up color documents for
improved reproduction and reduced file sizes

Ready to start scanning?
To learn more, visit us at https://scanners.us.fujitsu.com/.
or contact us at (888) 425-8228.
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